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  Outline 

● sdB stars: binary vs single sdB formation channels 

● sdB planets/BDs: theoretical expectations 

● observations, detection methods and the a – MP  plane 

● KIC10001893: a 2° extreme planetary system detected by Kepler 



sdB+WD 

8% 
sdB+dM 

8% sdB+planets 

4%  (?) 

apparently single  

47% 

sdB+F/G 

6% 

sdB+unknown 

27% 

Kepler-1 sdBs (49 including a few sdOBs)  

This figure considers only published RV results (Østensen+2010, 2011) 



Binary sdB stars 

Heber (2009) after Podsiadlowski et al. (2008) 

formation channels (Han et al. 2002, 2003): 

 

► >100 sdB in binaries known 

► median period of ≈ 0.6 d 

► variety of companions 

Ritter & Kolb (2003) 

SN Ia progenitors (from Brown+2012) 

J1741+6526: M1=0.16 MSUN, 

 M2>1.10 MSUN, τ<0.17 Gyr 

J0651+2844: M1=0.25 MSUN, 

 M2=0.55 MSUN, τ=0.9 Myr ! 



Podsiadlowski et al. (2008) 

 ● Enhanced mass loss due to internal rotation, strong winds, ... ? 

 ● The merger of two He-WDs (Han et al. 2002, 2003).  

     But this channel alone would produce large numbers  

     of high-mass  sdBs that we don’t see (Fontaine et al. 2012). 

 ● ....... 
 

-● Envelope ejection by planets/BDs is another possibility  

-    (Soker 1998, Han et al. 2012). 

Single sdB stars 

      Possible reasons: 

Although, formally, it is easy to produce a single 

sdB star by increasing the Reimers mass loss 

parameter, the physical reasons for such unusual 

mass loss are not at all clear ! 



sdB substellar companions:  
minimum companion mass for envelope ejection 

[Han et al. 2012] 

75 MJ 

13 MJ 



sdB planets/BDs 

If only a small fraction  (~2%) of stars evolve through the  

hot subdwarf phase, 

why to search for/study  sdB planets/BDs ? 
 

1) They may help to explain single sdB star formation 
 

2) They allow to disentangle the effects on the planets of the  

      RG expansion  alone  (WD planets are also affected by   

      AGB expansion and PN ejection) 
 

3) Thanks to p- and g-mode pulsations host stars can be 

       studied in great detail through asteroseismology  



Nordhaus & Spiegel 2013  



Orbital evolution of gas giant planets around giant stars 
(Villaver & Livio 2009, ApJ 705, L81) 

 

Mp=1 MJ 
Mp= 3 MJ (dotted line)  

Mp= 5 MJ (dash-dotted line) 



Nordhaus & Spiegel 2013  



Nordhaus & Spiegel 2013  
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2d generation planets 
 (Perets 2011, AIPC 1331, 56) 

 

Stable circumbinary planetary orbits (*) 

* 

Pre-evolved system: 

M1=0.8 Msun 

M2=1.6 Msun 

Evolved system: 

M1=0.8 Msun 

M2=0.6 Msun 

Stable planetary orbits around M2 (*) 

* 



Detection methods 
    method          pros             cons            detectable         detected 

            RVs              ● low mass stars           ● rel. small # of  lines        close orbits , down to ≈10 MJ            ~5 BDs 
                                                  → higher RVs                (H/He  too  broad)                                                                (Schaffenroth+2014, 
                                                                                       ● only bright stars !                                                                         Geier+2012) 

        Transits           ● small star radii         ● small star radii                close orbits , down to ≈ RE                                     ‒ 
                                                   → deep transits           → low transit prob. 

         Timing           ● rel. ind. from dist.     ● false detections !           large orbits, mass ≳ 1 MJ           3p + 4e  (Silvotti+2007;  
    (pulsation/eclipse)                                                                                                                                                          Lutz 2011; Lee+2009, 
                                                                                                                                                                                               Qian+2009, 2011) 

     Illumination      ● rel. ind. from dist.    ●need space phot (Kepler)    close orbits, down to ≈ RE            2 (Charpinet+2011, 
   (reflection/re-emission)                                         ● R,M not dir. measured                                                                     Silvotti+2014) 
                                                                                      ● many unknown param. 
                                                                                       (albedo,  dark/heated  
                                                                                         hemisph. temp. ratio) 

   IR AO imaging?  ● any inclination          ● only  young (2° gen)            large orbital distances                           ‒ 
                                                                                             planets 

       Astrometry      ● any inclination          ● d ≲ 100 pc                        large orbital distances                           ‒ 
            (GAIA) 



With high resolution 

instruments like 

FEROS, HERMES, 

HARPS/HARPS-N 

we start only now to 

access the green 

region, but only for 

bright stars ! 
 

On the other hand, 

because of the 

opposite effects of 

tidal interaction and 

stellar mass loss, it’s 

also possible that this 

region is NOT 

populated at all … ! 



“the best we can do” 

with Harps-N on 

bright (V<12) single 

sdBs: typical error 

bars are ±20-50 m/s 

adapted from  

Bouchy et al. 2009 

A  =  scaling factor  = 

2.0*(1000./Nlines)**0.5 

FWHM = CCF FWHM 

S/N = S/N per pixel at 4700 Å 

C = contrast  

(in % of the CCF continuum) 

[Silvotti, Telting, Østensen, Lovis, ongoing] 



KIC05807616 
Charpinet et al. 2011 

P2/P1=1.428 



KIC05807616 
Charpinet et al. 2012 





From top to bottom: 

1) standard Kepler photometry;   

2) pixel phot (best pixel combination in each quarter to minimize nearby star’s contamination);  

3) nearby star alone (only 1 pixel).  



13 months = Q3+Q5+Q6+Q7+Q8.1 

~14 months = Q12.3+Q13 

+Q14+Q15+Q16+Q17.1+Q17.2 
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When using independent subsets, amplitudes are very low but phases are coherent 



Moreover P1 is very  
close to 4 x one of the  

main pulsation periods  
of the star: 

210.68 μHz   vs 

4x52.68=210.72 μHz 

  suggesting that  
pulsations could be  

tidally excited by the  
inner planet. 

  
This effect has already been 

 observed in other stars  

(e.g. Hambleton+ 2013)  

but never in a sdB star. 



Spectroscopic RVs 
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1) 

2) 

3) 



φ = 11 g/cm3  

    = 2 x Earth 

is close to the 

 mean density 

of Kepler 39-b 

(18 MJ, 12 g/cm3) 

and likely close  

to the central  

density of the 

Earth 

φ = 22 g/cm3  

    = 4 x Earth 

is close to the 

 mean density 

of Corot- 3b 

(22 MJ, 26 g/cm3) 

and likely close  

to the central  

density of Jupiter 



KIC10001893: dynamical stability 
 

From preliminary stability computations (circular coplanar orbits) 

assuming same density for the 3 planets, we see that the system  

becomes unstable in relatively short times (<106 yrs)  
 

  if 
 

With mean densities of 1.3, 5.5, 11 and 22 g/cm3, the system is  

stable only if the inclination is > 0.7°, 1.8°, 2.8°, 4.5° respectively.  

This constrain may help to understand why this star does not show 

any rotational splitting of its pulsation modes (unlike all the oher  

sdBVs observed by Kepler !). The absence of multiplets can be due  

to a very low inclination (but larger than 0.7° to 4.5°) and/or to an  

extremely long rotation period. 

 



KIC05807616 and KIC10001893:  

how to explain the existence of the 2 planets ? 
 

It’s likely that the planets that we see now are remnants of larger planets  

that have lost a significant fraction of their mass during the CE phase 

(Passy et al. 2012). 
 

Note that, in order to remove the stellar envelope we need MP ≈ 10 Mjup 

Not much less because otherwise planets would be disrupted/destroied. 

And not much more because otherwise planets would not be  

significantly affected by CE. 
 

Another possibility is that these planets are fragments of  Jovian  

disrupted metallic core(s) (Bear & Soker 2012). If this is the right  

description, their densities could be very high. 

 

 



(Near) Future: 
 

accurate RVs for faint sdBs/sdOs 

in order to confirm or reject 

timing/illumination detections 
 

presently NO  planet/BD candidates 

confirmed with 2 indep. methods ! 
 

         Pepsi@LBT/Espresso@VLT 



           Thank you ! 
 dedicato a mio padre Giovanni e a mia madre Franca 
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